2005 dodge stratus engine diagram

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Stratus. Overview Overview
Most Popular. SXT 4dr Sedan 2. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel
drive Transmission 4-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity 16 gal. Engine Engine Torque lb-ft
rpm Base engine size 2. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes Power
mirrors yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation
Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes tachometer yes. Front leg room Front hip
room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track
Maximum cargo capacity 16 cu. Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place 16 cu. Drag
Coefficient 0. Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 5. Height EPA interior
volume cu. Wheel base in. Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Stratus. Suspension
Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes double
wishbone front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 7 yr. Rust 5 yr.
Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Stratus Inventory. Sign Up. Dark Slate Gray Taupe. See Stratus
Inventory. The Dodge Stratus is a mid-size car that was introduced by Dodge in February and
was based on the 4-door sedan Chrysler JA platform. It received critical acclaim at launch, but
ratings fell over time. However, production ended in early at the Sterling Heights Assembly
Plant, which had built 1,, Stratus and Sebrings since After the discontinuation of the Stratus
sedan in , the assembly line and tooling were sold to the Russian concern, GAZ , which
manufactured 9, examples of a very slightly modified Stratus from through called the Volga
Siber. The Dodge Stratus was the middle entry of the JA platform with the Cirrus being the
higher-end model and the Breeze being the lower-end model. Introduced in , the Stratus had two
models, the base later renamed SE in , which came standard with the 2. In the DOHC 2. The
Stratus directly replaced the high-volume Spirit and Dynasty United States only to favorable
reviews, but lower sales. It was often compared to other small mid-sizes such as the Chevrolet
Malibu , and judged roomier than the Ford Contour by many magazines such as Consumer
Reports. The Stratus, Cirrus, and Breeze had many parts that were interchangeable between
each model. The exteriors of these three cars were very similar, with the front fascia, rear
bumper, taillights, and wheels being the main differences. The interiors had little variation
between the three models; being almost identical, save for the name on the steering wheel, and
a few available options. The fascias of each JA car corresponds with each brand's minivan
offering, sharing headlights and grill designs. All three variants of the platform were available
with most of the same standard features and available options, such as the following: a
four-speed automatic transmission and an optional semi-automatic dubbed " Autostick " not
available on the Plymouth Breeze , anti-lock brakes , four wheel independent suspension double
wishbone in the front with a multilink rear , tilt steering wheel , cruise control , power windows ,
power door locks , power driver's seat, leather seats Cirrus only , power antenna, a six CD
changer, sunroof, remote keyless entry, anti-theft system, etc. A five-speed manual was
available with the 2. The 2. In , the Stratus was available for its last year of sales in Canada , with
the Chrysler Sebring taking over as the company's only lower mid-size sedan - Dodge did not
sell the equivalent version in Canada. A turbocharged version of the Stratus was sold in Mexico
, with the 2. All 2. The Stratus was sold in Europe, with the 2. Its styling was similar to that of
Chrysler's Cirrus which featured chrome accent moldings along the doors and bumpers , with
the exception of the rear taillights, which were the same as Dodge's Stratus, and a Dodge grille,
which differed from that of the Chrysler Cirrus and Plymouth Breeze. The Chrysler Stratus
competed in the Swedish Touring Car Championship ; the Dodge branded model also competed
in North American Touring Car Championship as one of few truly professional outfits to contest
the short-lived championship, with David Donohue winning the season using the Stratus. It had
the same engines as the North American version but a higher ground clearance for the road
conditions there. In , the Stratus became the last of the surviving Cloud Cars, with the Cirrus
renamed as the Sebring, [3] and the Breeze discontinued along with the Plymouth brand. During
this time, sales declined as its ratings from consumer and auto magazines fell below average
among mid-size cars, [5] while the sedan market had shifted and pushed the larger Intrepid and
later Charger to record sales. The Stratus was discontinued in May [1] the Sebring name was
continued. This improved engine would later be used in the U. It was actually a Chrysler Cirrus
that was tested, but the results also apply to the Stratus, and also the Plymouth Breeze. The
second generation Stratus and its twin, the Chrysler Sebring, received an overall "Acceptable"
rating in the IIHS frontal test due to a possible injury to the right leg. On the side test, the
Stratus receives a "Poor" rating without optional side airbags due to a serious neck injury, a
weak side structure, possible rib fractures, and high forces on the shoulder and pelvis. The
production facilities were planned to build up to 65, cars of both models yearly. Four-cylinder
engines were to be purchased from Chrysler and made in Mexico. The Siber was introduced at
the start of the Global Economic Crisis of , and though annual production of 40, vehicles had

been planned, sales were not as expected and around 9, had been manufactured by the time the
Siber was discontinued after model year From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article
needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Sedan: 2.
Main article: Volga Siber. May 21, Retrieved August 16, Automotive News. August 7, Retrieved
January 12, Car and Driver. Retrieved January 14, Consumer Guide Auto. Retrieved 14 January
Archived from the original on Retrieved A marque of Stellantis. Journey Nitro Raider
Ramcharger. Category:Dodge vehicles. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional
references from December All articles needing additional references Articles with short
description Short description matches Wikidata Pages using infobox automobile with unknown
parameters Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive. Sedan:
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Dodge Stratus. Dart K. Dart E. Colt Vista. Omni
Stratus Sedan. Sport compact. Shelby Charger. Shelby GLH-S. Shelby CSX. Stratus Coupe.
Sports car. Canadian timeline Mexican timeline International timeline Australian timeline
Chinese timeline. American timeline Mexican timeline International timeline Australian timeline
Chinese timeline. Canadian timeline American timeline International timeline Australian timeline
Chinese timeline. When turning the key to start the engine it does nothing. The headlights turn
on and so do the cabin lights, but the radio wont turn on and dash lights wont turn on on the
"on" key postion. Any ideas on a troubleshoot? Chris answered 6 years ago. If you replace it try
starting again. Nucmed76 answered 4 years ago. Then I drove a little bit and it blew. So I went to
Advance and bought a 30amp and put it in there. It's working now. Chris was right on the
money. Steven answered 3 years ago. Guru6HBQK answered 11 months ago. I have a dodge
status it cranks but wont stay on and when I drove it last time it turns off at the stop light and
some times while driving. GuruM3XDL answered 8 months ago. Have an 05 stratus it wouldnt
crack over and sounded like a dead battery but after changing the battery starter and alternator
it turned out to be the ignition switch The headlights turn on and so do the cabin lights, but the
radio wont turn on and dash lights w Turn the key all I get is a big click that sounds like the
bendix kicks on and then nothing. Have replaced the battery it was over due and still the same
"click" and nothing. I have gone through the No heat most of time. Will get heat sometimes.
Never runs hot in fact it doesn't even run halfway. New thermostat,burped it getting air out.
Reset blend doors. I'm lost. I have a dodge stratus that won't crank last night I was with a friend,
an it ran perfectly always made a weird sound but all my buddys said it was a lifter an i got it
fixed but it always m Lights ac everything the battery runs works good no dim lights or anything
just wont even attempt to turn over it only turns my dash lights on when i turn key.. I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Dodge Stratus question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Dodge Stratus Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For
Sale. The Chrysler 1. These engines were loosely based on their predecessors, the Chrysler 2.
Beginning in , these engines were phased out in favor of the new World engine built by the
Global Engine Manufacturing Alliance joint-venture. The 2. The 1. The EBD is a 1. The engine
features a cast iron block , and pistons with shallow crowns to save weight. The block uses a
bedplate featuring a perimeter wall with transverse webbings for durability and quiet operation
at high engine speeds. The pistons are attached to fracture-split forged, powdered metal
connecting rods using semi-floating press-fit pins. A gerotor oil pump is driven directly from the
crankshaft on the front of the engine. A timing belt is used to drive the valvetrain. Early
production 2. The water pump is driven from the timing belt, with the water pump housing cast
partially into the engine block itself. The positive crankcase ventilation PCV system utilized a
plastic oil separator box that was vented directly to the block itself; the breather hose and PCV
valve hoses attached to the box, and connected to the induction system. Later engines featured
a PCV system that was molded to the cylinder head valve cover. The second feature was
internal in nature - the crankshaft main bearings were keyed into the bedplate on the right rear
of each transverse web. Later model years featured keys machined on the right front of each
web. The third feature would be a slightly bigger camshaft profile that was changed on and up
SOHC vehicles due to a rough idle when the air conditioning was on. A crankshaft tone wheel
was present between number 1 and number 2 connecting rod pins, and was machined such that
a Hall-effect magnetic pickup mounted to the engine block could read the crankshaft's position

as it rotates. The tone wheel was re-engineered to attach to the crankshaft using three bolts,
had a tone pattern substantially different from previous engines, and was moved to the rear of
the crankshaft. For this reason, these engines are generally not interchangeable between the
and prior and and newer model years. Up to late , this engine type suffered from oil leaks and
head gasket failures between the block and cylinder head. Chrysler Corporation used several
different designs of composite material head gaskets in an attempt to solve this problem. The
cause of the problem was found to be one head bolt hole that was drilled too shallow at the
factory, meaning the head bolt bottomed out and could never seal properly. In , a thicker,
multi-layer steel head gasket was introduced that eliminated this problem. When equipped with
the newer crank wheel for the new NGC engine computer, the A version cannot be directly
transplanted into a vehicle originally equipped with the earlier style engine using an SBEC
Single Board Engine Controller. It has an aluminum SOHC cylinder head. It uses a reinforced
plastic intake manifold although a few of the and engines received an aluminum intake manifold
due to a shortage of the plastic parts. They were painted black, but it's easy to see the casting
marks and prints on the manifold. The aluminum version is prized among enthusiasts as it's
easy to port and polish for improved airflow characteristics. Chief differences between this
version and the A include a cast aluminum SOHC cylinder head that more easily passes exhaust
gases than the base engine, a camshaft that is optimized for higher engine speeds, a factory
welded exhaust short-tube header instead of a cast exhaust manifold, and a two-piece intake
manifold. This manifold features unequal-length intake runners that are switched by an electric
actuator that controls butterfly-type valves in the shorter intake runners. It has a cast iron
engine block and aluminum DOHC cylinder head. It uses Sequential fuel injection , has 4 valves
per cylinder with roller rocker arms and features fracture-split forged powder metal connecting
rods , a one-piece cast camshaft, and an aluminum intake manifold. The A used in the
Dodge-designed chassis, such as the Dodge Avenger and Mitsubishi Eclipse , have intake ports
facing the rear of the vehicle. Most other specifications are identical, however, and even some
head components such as the valve cover are compatible. The Neon itself never carried a
naturally aspirated 2. The code for this engine was EDZ. The first 2. The SRT-4 performance
variant utilized a 2. This engine, code A, has a cast iron partially open deck block and split
crankcase. It uses an 8. The cylinder head is cast aluminum, with the cylinder heads being a
degree pent-roof design with a partial cloverleaf between the intake valves. The valves are
actuated by hydraulically adjusted rocker arms with roller cam followers. The intake manifold,
reverse-rotation turbocharger, jet oil coolers, oil pump, manual transmission, special ecu
tuning, intercooler size, and weight are the only differences between those cars. The
turbocharger compressor housing features a built-in bypass valve, and the turbo housing is
cast into the exhaust manifold with a loop-around flow pattern. But, varies boost level based on
knock sensor readings. Higher octane fuel results in less knock and higher boost levels. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Motor vehicle engine. DOHC 4 valves x cyl. SOHC 4 valves x cyl. AMC
straight-4 engine Chrysler 2. This section may be too technical for most readers to understand.
Please help improve it to make it understandable to non-experts , without removing the
technical details. December Learn how and when to remove this template message. High
Performance Mopar. Categories : Chrysler engines. Hidden categories: Articles needing
additional references from December All articles needing additional references Articles with
short description Short description matches Wikidata Wikipedia articles that are too technical
from December All articles that are too technical. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Add links. Sequential MPFI. Chrysler World engine. Toggle Navigation
Factory Chrysler Parts. Categories About Us. Select a Vehicle. Search Go. Dodge Stratus. You
can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went
wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your
vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or clicking of this link will
close the Cart. Some restrictions apply. Home Dodge Stratus. OEM Dodge parts are
manufactured by Dodge to maximize the performance of Dodge Stratus vehicles and provide
the certainty that the repair will be done right the first time. Parts that fit. Parts that perform.
Select a Dodge Stratus Year. We are your source for Factory Dodge Parts. Genuine Dodge parts
are the smart choice for repair, maintenance, or upgrade of your Dodge Stratus. When you
choose OEM parts for your vehicle, you're choosing to maintain the quality and reliability of
your vehicle, ensuring peak performance mile after mile. Our extensive inventory of parts is
maintained by the experienced professionals who know your vehicle best, so yo
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u can trust that you're getting the right parts every time with Factory Chrysler Parts. As a
leading Dodge parts provider online, we set ourselves apart from the crowd with our excellent
customer service, which you can reach by phone or email. Get the right parts for the right price,
right when you want them, with our simple, graphical parts catalog and fast shipping. If you
have any questions about parts, fitment or shipping, just ask. Our experienced staff of parts
specialists is standing by to help. Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Make yourself
comfortable. But as the driver, the majority of your enjoyment takes place in the interior cabin.
Factory Chrysler Parts. Average 4. Great layout. Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My
Information Testimonials. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please
verify any information in question with a sales representative.

